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Ž . Ž .Properties strict M and uniform M are introduced. It is shown that if X has
Ž .property M and is uniformly convex in every direction, then X has both strict
Ž . Ž . Ž .M and uniform M . It is also shown that if X* is separable, then strict M
Ž . Ž .implies uniform M and property M implies weak uniform normal structure.
Relations with other geometrical properties of Banach spaces are also discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In order to classify those separable Banach spaces X such that the ideal
Ž . Ž .K X of linear compact operators is an M-ideal in the algebra L X of
 all linear bounded operators, Kalton K introduced the notion of property
Ž .     Ž .M . This requires that if u,  satisfy u   and if x is a weakly nulln
sequence then
   lim sup u x  lim sup   x .n n
n n
1 Ž .Supported in part by NRF South Africa . To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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Ž .It is not hard to see that Hilbert spaces and l 1 p  have propertyp
Ž . Ž . Ž .M . It is also known that c has property M and hence property M0
Ždoes not imply weak normal structure. Recall that a Banach space has
 weak normal structure BM if every weakly compact convex subset C
consisting of more than one point has a nondiametral point; i.e., there
  4 Ž . .exists an x C such that sup x	 y : y C  diam C . It is, however,
  Ž .shown in GS that property M implies the weak fixed point property for
nonexpansive mappings. Namely, if X is a Banach space having property
Ž .M , if C is a weakly compact convex nonempty subset of X, and if T :
Ž     .C C is nonexpansive i.e., Tx	 Ty  x	 y , x, y C , then T has a
Ž . Ž .fixed point. It is not hard to see K, Lemma 2.1 that X has property M
Ž . Ž .if and only if, for each weakly null sequence x , the type  u n Ž x .n
   lim sup u x is nondecreasing in u . However, if X is a Hilbert space,n n
Ž . Ž   2   2 .12 Ž .we have  u  lim sup x  u and if X is l 1 p Ž x . n n pn
Ž . Ž   p   p.1 pwe have  u  lim sup x  u . In both cases, we see thatŽ x . n nn
Ž .  each type  u is indeed strictly increasing in u . This motivates us toŽ x .n
Ž . Ž .introduce the notion of property strict M Definition 2.2 . In order to
Ž . Ž .measure property M we also introduce the concept of uniform M
Ž .Definition 2.3 .
The purpose of this paper is to discuss the relations among properties
Ž . Ž . Ž .M , strict M , uniform M , and other geometrical properties of Banach
spaces. We show, among others, that if a Banach space X has property
Ž .M and is uniformly convex in every direction, then X has both strict
Ž . Ž . Ž .M and uniform M . We also show that if X has property M and X*
is separable, then X has weak uniform normal structure. Moreover, if X
has a weakly continuous duality map, then we obtain a formula for the
M-modulus  of X.X
Notation. pi169 for weak convergence;  for strong convergence.
Ž . Ž .2. STRICT M AND UNIFORM M
Ž .  We begin with Kalton’s property M K .
Ž .DEFINITION 2.1. A Banach space X has property M if whenever
    Ž .u,   X are such that u   and x is a weakly null sequence in Xn
we have
   lim sup u x  lim sup   x .n n
n n
Ž .Property M is one of the essential ingredients in Kalton’s characteriza-
Ž Ž ..tion K, Theorem 2.4 5 of those separable Banach spaces X for which
Ž .the ideal K X of compact linear operators is an M-ideal of the algebra
Ž .L X of all bounded linear operators.
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Ž .It is easily seen K, Lemma 2.1 that a Banach space X has property
Ž . Ž .M if and only if, for each weakly null sequence x in X, the typen
  u  lim sup u x , u XŽ .Ž x . nn
n
      Ž .is nondecreasing in u ; that is, if u,   X satisfy u   , then  uŽ x .n
Ž .   . However, if X is a Hilbert space, we haveŽ x .n
12
2 2    u  lim sup x  uŽ .Ž x . nž /n
n
Ž .and if X is l 1 p  , we havep
1p
p p    u  lim sup x  u .Ž .Ž x . nž /n
n
We actually have, in either case, that every type  is a strictly increas-Ž x .n
 ing function of u . So it is natural to introduce the following notion.
Ž .DEFINITION 2.2. We say that a Banach space X has property strict M
Ž .if, for each weakly null sequence x in X, the type  is strictlyn Ž x .n
      Ž .increasing in u ; that is, if u,   X have u   , then  u Ž x .n
Ž .  .Ž x .n
Ž . Ž .Thus, both Hilbert spaces and l 1 p  have strict M , while cp 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .has M but fails to have strict M . Indeed, if x is a weakly nulln
Ž .     4sequence in c , we have  u max lim sup x , u .0 Ž x . n nn
Recall that a Banach space X has the locally uniform Opial property
  Ž .  LTX if, for each weakly null sequence x in X such that x  1 andn n
c 0, there exists a constant r 0 such that
  u 
 1 r u X , u 
 c.Ž .Ž x .n
Ž .THEOREM 2.1. Let X be a Banach space which has property strict M .
Then X has the locally uniform Opial property.
Ž .  Proof. Assume x is a weakly null sequence in X satisfying x  1n n
Ž .and c 0. Set r  u 	 1, where u  X is any element with normŽ x . 0 0n
  Ž .c. Since  is strictly increasing in u , we have r  0 	 1 0.Ž x . Ž x .n n
  Ž . Ž .Hence, for u X such that u 
 c, we have  u 
  u  1 r.Ž x . Ž x . 0n n
We next introduce the notion of M-modulus in order to measure
Ž .property M .
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DEFINITION 2.3. The M-modulus of a Banach space X is defined by
  u  inf  u : x pi169 0, x  1 .Ž . Ž . 4X Ž x . n nn
Ž .   Ž Ž .If X has property M and  is strictly increasing in u i.e.,  u X X
Ž .    . Ž .  if u   , then X is said to have property uniform M .X
Ž . Ž   2 .12 Ž . ŽSince  u  1 u if X is a Hilbert space and  u  1X l p
  p.1 p Ž .u for 1 p , Hilbert spaces and l 1 p  have uniformp
Ž .M . A more general case is presented below.
 .  .Recall that a function  : 0,  0, is a gauge if  is continuous,
Ž . Ž .strictly increasing,  0  0, and lim  t  . To a gauge , we cant
associate a duality map J ; X X* by
² :        J x  x* X*: x , x*  x  x and x*   x , x X , 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
² :where  ,  is the pairing between X and X*. Set
t
 t   	 d	 .Ž . Ž .H
0
Ž . Ž . Ž .Then J x is the subdifferential 
 x of the convex function   at
 x. Following Browder B , we say that X has a weakly continuous duality
map if there exists a gauge  such that the duality map J is single-valued
Ž .and sequentially continuous from X, with the weak topology, to X*, with
Ž .the weak* topology. It is known that l 1 p  has a weakly continu-p
ous duality map with gauge  t p	1.
THEOREM 2.2. If a Banach space X has a weakly continuous duality map
Ž . Ž .with gauge , then X has both properties strict M and uniform M , and
	1   u   1  u , u X .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .X
Ž .Proof. Since J x is the Gateaux derivative of the convex function
Ž . x , it follows that
1
    ² : x u  x  h , J x tu dt , x , u X . 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H 
0
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Ž .  Let now x be a weakly null sequence in X such that x  1. Sincen n
Ž . Ž . Ž .J x  tu pi169 J tu , we get by 1 n 
1
    ² :lim sup x  u  lim sup x  u , J tu dtŽ .Ž . Ž . Hn n 
0n n
1
    1  u  t u dtŽ . Ž .H
0
  1  u .Ž . Ž .
 Namely, for any xpi169 0 with x  1, we haven
	1   u   1  u , u X .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž x .n
This finishes the proof.
Ž Recall that a Banach space X has the uniform Opial property P ,
 . Ž .LTX if the Opial modulus of X, r c  0 for all c 0, whereX
     r c  inf lim sup x  x 	 1: x pi169 0, lim sup x 
 1, x 
 c .Ž . ½ 5X n n n
n n
Ž .It is not hard to see that uniform M implies the uniform Opial property.
Ž . Ž .  Indeed we have r c   u 	 1 for any u  X such that u  c.X X 0 0 0
However, the uniform Opial property does not in general imply uniform
Ž . Ž .M . The space l 1 p, q  is the space l renormed byp, q p
1qq q 	     x  x  x ,Ž .p , q p p
Ž 	. Ž .  where x x is the positive negative part of x and  is the usual lp p
 norm. It is shown X that for all 1 p, q , l has the uniform Opialp, q
Ž .property. But consider the type  , e being the standard unit basis ofŽ e . nn
Ž . 1 p Ž . 1 ql . We obtain  e  2 and  	e  2 . So l fails to havep Ž e . 1 Ž e . 1 p, qn n
Ž .property M if p q.
Recall that a Banach space X is uniformly convex in every direction
Ž .  UCED if, for each z X such that z  1 and  0, we have
x y
        inf 1	 : x  1, y  1, x	 y tz , t 
   0.Ž .x ½ 52
Ž .THEOREM 2.3. Suppose that a Banach space X has property M and is
Ž . Ž .also UCED. Then X has both strict M and uniform M .
   Proof. Given u,   X such that u   and a weakly null sequence
Ž . Ž .x in X. We may assume by property M , with no loss of generality, thatn
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     . Ž .u  , where  u    0, 1 . Put r    0. It follows thatŽ x .n
 1 u
   Ž x . Ž x . ž /n nž /2 2
x  u  x Ž . Ž .n n lim sup
2n
    	 u
 r 1	   r ,z ž /r
 1 1    Ž   .  where z  . Since   u    u , we get by property2 2
Ž .M ,
 1
  
  u .Ž .Ž x . Ž x .n nž /2
Ž . Ž .We conclude from the last two inequalities that  u    and XŽ x . Ž x .n n
Ž .    has strict M . If x  1, then r 1  and we also conclude thatn
    	 u
 u    1	  .Ž . Ž .Ž x . Ž x . zn n ž / 1 
Hence
    	 u
 u    1	    Ž . Ž . Ž .X X z Xž / 1 
Ž .and X has uniform M .
THEOREM 2.4. If X is a Banach space such that X* is separable, then for
Ž .  each u X there exists a weakly null sequence z , z  1, for whichm m
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . u   u . In particular, in this case, strict M implies uniform M .Ž z . Xm
Ž .Proof. Let f  X* be a countable family which is dense in X*. Forn
Ž m. meach m
 1, we can find a weakly null sequence x satisfying x pi169n n
 m 0, x  1, andn
1
m u   u   u  .Ž . Ž . Ž .X Ž x . Xn m
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Pick n such thatm
1
m x  u   u  ,Ž .n Xm m
2Ž .1 1 1
m m f x  1 jm and 1	  x  1 .Ž .Ž .j n nm mm m m
m   Ž .Set z  x , m
 1. It follows that z pi169 0 and z  1. Hence, by 2 ,m n m mm
Ž . Ž . u   u .Ž z . Xm
Ž .     Ž .Next assume that X has strict M and u,  satisfy u   . Let zn
Ž . Ž . Ž .be chosen such that      . We then have, by strict M ,Ž z . Xn
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . u   u       .X Ž z . Ž z . Xn n
Ž . Ž .Since c has property M , property M does not imply weak normal0
 structure. Garcia and Sims GS showed that if X is a Banach space with
Ž .property M and if X satisfies the property
Ž .   There exists a point x  X, x  1, such that whenever y pi169 x and0 0 n 0
  Ž .   4y  1, the separation index  y  sup inf y 	 y : km  1,n n n nk m
Ž . Ž .where the sup is taken over all subsequences y of y ,n nk
then X has weak normal structure. Using similar arguments we shall show
that more can be obtained.
Recall that a Banach space X has the Generalized GossezLami Dozo
Ž .   Ž .property GGLD Ji if for any weakly null sequence x in X such thatn
  Ž .x  1, we have D x  1, wheren n
 D x  lim sup lim sup x 	 x .Ž .n n m
n n
It is known that GGLD implies weak normal structure.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2.5. If X is a Banach space with properties M and  , then
X has GGLD.
Proof. Suppose X fails to have GGLD. Then we have a weakly null
Ž .   Ž . Ž .sequence x , x  1, such that D x  1. Property M then impliesn n n
Ž .  that  u  1 for u X with u  1. Consider now the sequenceŽ x .n
  Ž .  y  x 	 x . We have y pi169 x and lim sup y   x  1 for xn 0 n n 0 n n Ž x . 0 0n
Ž . Ž . Ž . 1. It follows from property  that  x   y  1. This yields an n
Ž . Ž .subsequence x of x satisfyingn n
 x 	 x  1	  for all n, m
 1 and for some  0.n m
Ž . Ž .  Hence D x  1	  . This is impossible since D x 
 lim x  1.n n n
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Ž .COROLLARY 2.1. If X has property M and satisfies any of the following,
then X has GGLD.
Ž . Ži X has the KadecKlee property i.e., the relatie weak and strong
.topologies agree on the unit sphere of X .
Ž .ii X is reflexie.
Ž .iii X has the RadomNikodym property.
Ž .iv X has the point of continuity property: for eery weakly closed
Ž . Ž .bounded subset A of X, the identity map A, weak to A, norm has at least
Ž   .one point of continuity. See EW for details.
Ž .v The unit sphere of X contains at least one point at which the
relatie weak and norm topologies agree.
THEOREM 2.6. Let X be a separable Banach space with property strict
Ž .M . Then we hae
Ž .a For any infinite-dimensional closed subspace Y of X, there exists p,
1 p , such that for eery  0, Y contains a subspace E such that the
Ž .BanachMazur distance d E, l  1  .p
Ž .b If X contains no copy of l , then there exist 1 p  and a1
Ž .weakly null sequence x such that for eery u X and eery  ,n
1pp p     lim u  x  u   .Ž .n
n
Ž .  c If X contains no copy of l and is also stable KM ; that is, for any1
Ž . Ž .pair of bounded sequences u ,  in X,m n
   lim lim u   lim lim u  ,m n m n
n m n m
Ž .then there exists p, 1 p  such that for eery weakly null sequence x inn
X and eery x X,
  p   p   plim sup u x  u  lim sup x .n n
n n
Ž . Ž . Ž   p.1 pHence X has uniform M and  u  1 u .X
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. a and b follow from the fact that strict M rules out c in0
  Ž .K, Propositions 3.8 and 3.9 , while c follows from the proof of Theorem
 3.10 in K .
  Ž .GarciaSims GS observed that if X has property M and c  X,0
then X has weak normal structure. The following is an improvement.
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Ž .THEOREM 2.7. If X is a Banach space with property M , then
Ž .i X has GGLD if and only if c  X.0
Ž .ii if c  X and if X* is separable, then X has weak uniform normal0
Ž . Ž .structure. Namely, Bynum’s constant of X By , WCS X  1, where
 WCS X  inf D x : x pi169 0, x  1 . 4Ž . Ž .n n n
Ž .  Proof. i Dowling D, Theorem 8 showed GGLD implies c  X.0
Ž .Assume now X fails to have GGLD. Then we have a sequence x in Xn
  Ž .with x pi169 0 and x  1, but D x  1. It then follows by propertyn n n
Ž .M that
  u  1  u  1.Ž .Ž x .n
 The result now follows by the argument found in Remark 2 of GS .
Ž . Ž .ii Assume WCS X  1. Then for each integer k
 1, we have a
Ž k .  k weakly null sequence x , x  1, such thatn n
1
k k lim sup lim sup x 	 x  1 . 3Ž .n m km n
 k  ŽWe may assume with no loss of generality that x  1 otherwise replacen
Ž k . Ž k  k . .x by x  x .n n n
Repeat the argument in the proof of Theorem 2.4 to get a diagonal
m Ž .  sequence z  x m
 1 such that z pi169 0, z  1. We next showm n m mm
Ž . Ž . Ž .that we may choose z so that D z  1. Indeed by 3 and propertym m
Ž . Ž .  kM we see that  u  1 1k for all k, where u  1. In particu-Ž x .n
 k lar, x  u  1k for large enough n. Hence by ensuring that n isn k
 chosen large enough we have z  u  1 1k. This implies thatk
Ž . Ž . Ž . u  1 and thus D z  1. Now we can repeat the proof of iŽ z . mm
above to get the contradiction c  X.0
 Recall that a Banach space X satisfies Opial’s property O if, whenever
x pi169 0 and x 0, we haven
   lim sup x  lim sup x 	 x .n n
n n
 Similar to D, Theorem 8 we have the following result.
Ž .THEOREM 2.8. If X has both property M and Opial’s property, then X
contains no isomorphic copy of c .0
Proof. Assume X contains an isomorphic copy of c . Then by the0
  Ž .James distortion theorem for c Ja , there are a null sequence  of0 n
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Ž .positive real numbers and a sequence x in X so thatn

   1	  sup t  t x  1  sup t , 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn k k k n k
k
n k
nkn
Ž .for all t  c and for all n
 1. By passing to a subsequence ifk 0
Ž .necessary, we may assume without loss of generality that  is decreasing.n
Ž . Ž .Since x is equivalent to the standard unit basis of c , x is weakly null.n 0 n
Ž .    Clearly 4 implies x  1 and 1	   x 	 x  1  for n kn k n k k
which in turn implies
lim  x  1. 5Ž . Ž .Ž x . knk
  Ž .So by the fact that x  1 and the continuity of  , it follows from 5k Ž x .n
Ž . Ž .  and property M that  x  1 for all x X such that x  1. ThisŽ x .n
clearly contradicts the Opial property of X.
We conclude this article with the following remark.
Ž . Ž .Remark. Recall that a Banach space X has property M* K if
    Ž  .whenever u*, * X* with u*  * and whenever x is a weak* nulln
sequence in X* then
     lim sup u* x  lim sup * x .n n
n n
  Ž . Ž .Kalton K showed that if X has property M* , then X property M . In
Ž . Ž .an obvious way one can define strict M* and uniform M* for X. One
Ž . Ž Ž ..then would conjecture that strict M* uniform M* would imply strict
Ž . Ž Ž ..M uniform M . The answer is, however, negative. For example,
Ž . 1 Ž . 1consider c * l . If a sequence x is weak* null in l , then we have0 n
Ž  .see L
      1lim sup x x  lim sup x  x , x l .n n
n n
Ž . Ž .Hence c has both strict M* and uniform M* , but it has neither strict0
Ž . Ž .M , nor uniform M .
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